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Abstract

Semi-supervised object detection (SSOD) attracts extensive
research interest due to its great significance in reducing the
data annotation effort. Collecting high-quality and category-
balanced pseudo labels for unlabeled images is critical to
addressing the SSOD problem. However, most of the exist-
ing pseudo-labeling-based methods depend on a large and
fixed threshold to select high-quality pseudo labels from the
predictions of a teacher model. Considering different object
classes usually have different detection difficulty levels due
to scale variance and data distribution imbalance, conven-
tional pseudo-labeling-based methods are arduous to explore
the value of unlabeled data sufficiently. To address these is-
sues, we propose an adaptive pseudo labeling strategy, which
can assign thresholds to classes with respect to their “hard-
ness”. This is beneficial for ensuring the high quality of easier
classes and increasing the quantity of harder classes simulta-
neously. Besides, label refinement modules are set up based
on box jittering for guaranteeing the localization quality of
pseudo labels. To further improve the algorithm’s robustness
against scale variance and make the most of pseudo labels,
we devise a joint feature-level and prediction-level consis-
tency learning pipeline for transferring the information of the
teacher model to the student model. Extensive experiments on
COCO and VOC datasets indicate that our method achieves
state-of-the-art performance. Especially, it brings mean aver-
age precision gains of 2.08 and 1.28 on MS-COCO dataset
with 5% and 10% labeled images, respectively.

Introduction
Large-scale training data has promoted significant progress
in object detection based on convolutional neural networks
(CNN). However, collecting annotations for a large number
of images is costly and time-consuming. Therefore, increas-
ing attention is drawn to semi-supervised object detection
(SSOD) which can take advantage of a large number of un-
labeled images during the training stage.

Existing SSOD methods mainly rely on pseudo label-
ing algorithms to involve unlabeled images during train-
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Figure 1: The pseudo label quality of models which lever-
age pseudo labeling strategy based on a fixed threshold
(0.9) or our devised class-wise adaptive thresholds to ex-
plore unlabeled images on MS-COCO dataset with 10% la-
beled images. Here, an object is regarded as a small object
if its area is smaller than 32 × 32. The sample number set-
ting for many-shot, medium-shot, and few-shot classes are
more than 4,000, 100–4,000, and less than 100, respectively.
Classes dominated by small objects or having few samples
severely affect pseudo label quality. Our proposed labeling
method can greatly alleviate this issue.

ing. (Sohn et al. 2020) utilize a pre-trained model to pro-
duce fixed pseudo labels. The other kind of methods (Jeong
et al. 2019, 2021; Tang et al. 2021a) employ the object de-
tection model to generate supervision signals on unlabeled
images for itself. (Jeong et al. 2019; Tang et al. 2021a)
are implemented based on the consistency constraints be-
tween predictions inferred from differently augmented im-
ages. (Jeong et al. 2021) relies on the image mixup opera-
tion to construct the consistency constraint. However, such
a kind of method may be easily tracked into local minima
and interfered by noisy predictions. Another kind of meth-
ods, such as (Xu et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2022a), depend
on the mean teacher model (Tarvainen and Valpola 2017) to
generate pseudo labels for unlabeled images. As shown in
Fig. 1, we can observe that imbalanced data distribution and
size variance are two key factors for limiting the overall de-
tection performance, due to the high difficulty in detecting
few-shot or small objects. Previous SSOD methods based
on a large fixed threshold can only guarantee the high qual-
ity of pseudo-labels for easy classes, but disregard objects
of relatively hard classes. Li et al. (2022b) assign dynamic
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thresholds to classes based on their classification and box
regression confidences. However, this method tends to de-
crease thresholds for all classes and may be corrupted by in-
correct pseudo labels. For improving the robustness against
objects’ scale variance, Guo et al. (2022) propose to regular-
ize the consistency between predictions derived from images
at different scales.

In this paper, we propose a novel adaptive pseudo label-
ing algorithm which is capable of increasing the quantity
of hard classes without affecting the quality of easy classes.
We devise an online hardness measure through accumulat-
ing the class-wise prediction confidences temporally, which
is referred to set adaptive thresholds for screening pseudo
labels of different classes. To increase the tolerance against
noises in pseudo labels, we collect prediction confidences of
top-KK classes during the calculation of the hardness mea-
sure, instead of only considering the most confident class as
with in previous adaptive threshold estimation methods (Li
et al. 2022b; Chen et al. 2022a). Considering the localiza-
tion quality can not be guaranteed by the labeling algorithm
based on thresholding classification confidences, we further
refine the positions of pseudo labels based on box jittering.
The effectiveness of our devised pseudo labeling algorithm
in improving pseudo labels can be observed in Fig. 1.

For the purpose of increasing the utilization of pseudo
labels and enhancing the robustness against objects’ scale
variance, we devise a joint feature-level and prediction-level
consistency learning framework. First, increasing the intra-
class compactness in the feature space can alleviate the de-
pendence on the quantity of annotations and achieve the ef-
fect of automatic label correction. Hence, we propose a con-
sistency learning strategy to pull close features extracted by
the teacher and student models on different augmentations
of training images. Then, the prediction-level consistency
learning is implemented via leveraging pseudo labels to reg-
ularize classification and regression predictions of the stu-
dent model. The above consistency learning involves both
intra-scale and inter-scale consistency constraints for explor-
ing pseudo labels sufficiently and strengthening the capac-
ity in coping with small objects. Extensive experiments are
conducted on MS-COCO (Lin et al. 2014) and PASCAL
VOC (Everingham et al. 2010) datasets, indicating that our
method achieves state-of-the-art performance. Comparisons
of our method against the baseline trained with labeled im-
ages only and existing methods (Sohn et al. 2020; Xu et al.
2021; Chen et al. 2022b) are provided in Fig. 2.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose an adaptive pseudo labeling algorithm based
on class-wise and noise-tolerant adaptive confidence
thresholds and box position refinement.

• We set up a joint feature-level and prediction-level con-
sistency learning framework for increasing the utilization
of pseudo labels and enhancing the detection robustness
against small objects.

• We conduct extensive experiments on MS-COCO and
PASCAL VOC datasets, which verify that our method
outperforms existing methods significantly.
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Figure 2: Comparisons of our method against the baseline
model supervised with labeled images only and existing
methods, STAC (Sohn et al. 2020), SoftTeacher (Xu et al.
2021) and DSL (Chen et al. 2022b) on MS-COCO dataset.
The average precision (AP) is used for evaluation.

Related Work
Object Detection
Object detection (Girshick et al. 2014; Girshick 2015; Ren
et al. 2015; Redmon et al. 2016; Tian et al. 2019) is a fun-
damental task in the realm of computer vision. Single-stage
techniques (Redmon et al. 2016; Lin et al. 2017b; Tian et al.
2019; Zhang et al. 2020) generate predictions based on an-
chors or a grid of potential object centers. Two-stage detec-
tors (Girshick 2015; Ren et al. 2015; Cai and Vasconcelos
2019) make predictions based on proposals. However, the
complicate post-processing procedures like non-maximum
suppression or anchors generation leads to expensive com-
putational burden. Carion et al. (2020) propose an efficient
end-to-end detection framework termed DETR, which can
explicitly encode prior knowledge based on vision trans-
former. Fang et al. (2022) incorporate the masked image
modeling (MIM) to pre-train vision transformer models for
object detection, yielding promising performance gains.

Semi-supervised Object Detection
Semi-supervised object detection (SSOD) approaches have
attracted increasing attention since they can decrease the de-
mand for labor-consuming annotations. STAC (Sohn et al.
2020) employs regularization on strongly and weakly aug-
mented images for SSOD. However, this kind of strategy
is unable to update pseudo labels dynamically during the
network training procedure. Inspired by MeanTeacher (Tar-
vainen and Valpola 2017), many SSOD approaches (Xu
et al. 2021; Tang et al. 2021b; Zhou et al. 2021; Liu et al.
2021; Li et al. 2022a; Li, Yuan, and Li 2022; Zhang, Pan,
and Wang 2022) leverage the exponential moving average
(EMA) strategy to construct the teacher model which can
evolve as the optimization of the student model. Neverthe-
less, these methods can not produce pseudo labels with suf-
ficiently high quality, especially for relatively hard classes.
We propose an adaptive pseudo labeling algorithm which
can ensure the high quality for easy classes while increas-
ing the recall of hard classes. PseCo (Li et al. 2022a) and
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SED (Guo et al. 2022) share a similar spirit to regularize
the prediction consistency across different views of training
images. In this paper, we introduce a consistency learning
framework which can directly pull close features extracted
from different views of training images, which is more ef-
fective in reducing the intra-class variation of features.

Method
This paper is targeted at tackling the semi-supervised ob-
ject detection task. Namely, only a small proportion of la-
beled data Dl and a large amount of unlabeled data Du are
available for training models. We assume Dl = {xl

i, y
l
i}

Nl
i=1

and Du = {xu
i }

Nu
i=1. xl

i and xu
i denote the i-th labeled and

unlabeled image, respectively. yli consists of bounding box
annotations and their category labels in xl

i. Nl and Nu are
the number of labeled images and unlabeled images, respec-
tively. We assume the number of target object classes is C.
The goal is to leverage unlabeled images to boost the perfor-
mance of detection models.

Overview
The pipeline of our approach is illustrated in Fig. 3. Our
method is built upon the mean teacher framework. The
teacher model is formed by accumulating weights of the
student model temporally. It produces pseudo labels on un-
labeled images which are used to guide the training of the
student model. Most of existing methods select pseudo la-
bels by thresholding their confidence scores with a fixed
constant. However, such a labeling mechanism is difficult
to balance the precision and recall for all classes. A small
threshold leads to noisy pseudo labels while a large thresh-
old causes severe miss inspection to some classes. To over-
come this issue, we propose an adaptive pseudo labeling
algorithm with the help of category-adaptive label selec-
tion and bounding box refinement. Based on the obtained
pseudo labels, we devise a multi-scale feature-level and
prediction-level consistency learning strategy to train the
student model. The feature-level consistency learning helps
to generate features with small intra-class variations, which
can relieve the dependence on the quantity of annotations
and achieve the effect of automatic label propagation. The
prediction-level consistency learning benefits in exploring
pseudo labels sufficiently.

Teacher-Student Learning Framework
The teacher-student learning framework is composed of a
teacher model and a student model. We denote the parame-
ter of the student model at the t-th training step be θstut . The
parameter of the teacher model θteat is obtained by tempo-
rally accumulating θstut ,

θteat = λθteat−1 + (1− λ)θstut , (1)

where λ is a constant. Here, we set up the teacher and stu-
dent models with FasterRCNN (Ren et al. 2015).

Given an unlabeled image xu
i , its pseudo label defined by

ŷui can be inferred from the teacher model’s predictions. For
labeled images, the following training loss Lsup can be used

to guide the training of the student model:

Lsup =
1

Nl

Nl∑
i=1

[Lrpn
cls (xl

i, y
l
i) + Lrpn

reg (x
l
i, y

l
i)+

Lroi
cls (x

l
i, y

l
i) + Lroi

reg(x
l
i, y

l
i)],

(2)

Lrpn
cls (·) and Lrpn

reg (·) represents the classification and re-
gression loss function respectively, which are used for con-
straining the outputs of the region proposal network (RPN).
Lroi
cls (·) and Lroi

reg(·) also represents the classification and re-
gression loss function respectively, which are used for con-
straining the outputs of the ROI (short for region of interest)
head. Unlabeled images are explored for network training as
introduced below.

Adaptive Pseudo Labeling
The key to the success of the teacher-student learning frame-
work is generating high-quality pseudo labels for unlabeled
labels. Wrong labels cause fatal interference to the learn-
ing of the student model, while a low recall rate harms the
utilization rate of unlabeled images. However, most exist-
ing SSOD methods simply rely on a uniform high classi-
fication confidence threshold to filter noisy predictions for
all classes, which is difficult in balancing the precision and
the recall of object boxes. Besides, few of them are targeted
at improving the localization quality of bounding boxes. To
solve the above issues, we design an adaptive pseudo label-
ing mechanism, which dynamically assigns adaptive thresh-
olds to different classes and takes the box location refine-
ment into account as well.

1) Label Selection based on Adaptive Thresholds. We
generate pseudo labels for unlabeled images by selecting
confident boxes predicted by the teacher model. Due to fac-
tors such as imbalanced class distribution and object scales,
the “hardness” for learning different classes is usually in-
consistent. Inspired by FreeMatch (Wang et al. 2022b), we
design an adaptive thresholding strategy for pseudo label se-
lection.

At the t-th training iteration, we suppose that the teacher
model produces N tea

t objects from input images, i.e.,
{(otea

t,j ,p
tea
t,j )}

Ntea
t

j=1 , where otea
t,j ∈ R4 and ptea

t,j ∈ [0, 1]C

represent the box position and class probability predictions,
respectively. We define the class-wise adaptive confidence
thresholds as τ t. To estimate τ t, we first average the prob-
abilities of confident object predictions according to the fol-
lowing formulation,

p̄′t[c] =

∑Ntea
t

j=1 find(c,TopK(ptea
t,j ))× pteat,j [c]∑Ntea

t
j=1 find(c,TopK(ptea

t,j ))
. (3)

Here, pteat,j [c] represents the c-th element in ptea
t,j , and p̄′t[c]

indicates the averaged probability value of the c-th class.
TopK(·) returns the set of class indices having top K largest
probabilities. find(·) returns 1 if the first input is in the sec-
ond input; otherwise, it returns 0. The confidence level of the
teacher model on the c-th class is dynamically estimated via
the moving average operation, i.e., p̄t[c] = γp̄t−1[c] + (1 −
γ)p̄′t[c] where p̄0[c] = 1/C .
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Figure 3: The overall structure of the method. Pseudo labels are generated on weakly augmented images by the teacher model
according to adaptive pseudo labeling (APL). The student model is guided by the teacher with feature-level and prediction-
level consistency learning. Note that the vanilla supervised learning branch uses supervised data only, to train the student
model, which is not plotted in the figure.

The confidence levels can reflect the hardness of classes.
Objects of classes with lower confidence levels are more
easily ignored during the thresholding-based label selection.
Hence, we propose to adaptively assign thresholds to dif-
ferent classes. Those less confident classes need to lower
thresholds to ensure a higher recall rate. On the other hand,
a large threshold should be preserved for highly confident
classes to guarantee the quality of their pseudo labels. To
achieve these goals, we calculate the thresholding value
τk[c] for the c-th class via the following formulation,

τk[c] =
p̄k[c]

maxc′∈NC
p̄k[c′]

τ0, (4)

where τ0 is a constant, and NC = {1, 2, · · · , C}. The
pseudo labels for unlabeled images are collected by check-
ing whether the class probability of each predicted box is
larger than the corresponding threshold.

2) Box Refinement. The object localization quality can not
be guaranteed by the thresholding operation based on classi-
fication confidences, since deviated boxes may receive high
confidences as well (Xu et al. 2021). Especially, the adap-
tive thresholds allow part of boxes with low confidence to
be used as pseudo labels. This may bring in more pseudo
labels with low localization quality. To address these issues,
we propose a box refinement algorithm based on box jitter-
ing. Practically, for each object pseudo label (o,p), we first
perturb the box by randomly shifting its boundaries hori-
zontally or vertically with the jitter scale r. The perturbation
process is repeated by M times. We denote the m-th devi-
ated box be o(m), which is fed into the ROI head, deriving a
rectified box ô(m) accompanied with the classification prob-
ability vector p̂(m). The final location of the box is formed
by summing up the rectified boxes with weights of classifi-
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Figure 4: Illustration of adaptive dynamic thresholding. Red
bold number is the probability of confident objects (TOP 2).
p̄′t is the mean probability of confident objects.

cation confidences,

ô =

M∑
m=1

max
c∈NC

p̂(m)[c]× ô(m)

M∑
m=1

max
c∈NC

p̂(m)[c]

. (5)

With help of the above pseudo labeling strategy, we can
collect pseudo labels with high recall and precise object lo-
calization for unlabeled images. This can greatly mitigate
the phenomenon that objects of relatively hard classes are
neglected during pseudo labeling.

Multi-scale Consistency Learning
1) Feature-level consistency learning. Learning features
with high generalization ability helps to relieve the depen-
dence on large amount of annotations. Hence, we devise a
self-supervised feature-level consistency learning strategy.
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It is beneficial for reducing intra-class variations of features
and enhancing the robustness against appearance variations.

Given an unlabeled image xi, we first input its weakly
augmented variant into the teacher model, resulting in an
intermediate feature map f teai produced by the backbone
model. Meanwhile, a set of pseudo labels can be gener-
ated with the adaptive pseudo labeling algorithm, i.e., ŷi =
{(otea

i,j ,p
tea
i,j )}

Ntea
i

j=1 in which N tea
i represents the number

of pseudo labels (the training iteration index t is neglected
for conciseness). Then, we create other two variants of xi:
Astr

1 (xi) is a strongly augmented variant of xi and has
the same size of xi; Astr

2 (xi) is created by downsampling
the spatial dimensions of Astr

1 (xi) to halves. Astr
1 (xi) and

Astr
2 (xi) are fed into the backbone of the student model,

deriving two feature maps f1i and f2i , respectively. We fur-
ther input f1i into the RPN module and apply the IoU match-
ing operation to select out N can

i candiadte boxes {ocan
i,j |j =

1, · · · , N can
i } from the object proposals inferred by RPN.

Afterwards, we can extract three feature vectors from differ-
ent views for ocan

i,j , namely,

f teai,j = MLP(RoIAlign(f teai ,M(ocan
i,j ))), (6)

f1i,j = MLP(RoIAlign(f1i ,o
can
i,j )), (7)

f2i,j = MLP(RoIAlign(f2i , T↓2(o
can
i,j ))). (8)

M(·) transforms the boxes from strongly augmented im-
age to weakly augmented image. T↓2

(·) is a function that
downscales the width and height of the input box to half.
RoIAlign(·) is a function which extracts a feature vector
from the input feature map for the input box (He et al. 2017).
MLP(·) represents a two-layer perceptron.

Finally, inspired by (Chen and He 2021), we devise a
multi-scale feature-level consistency learning strategy. First,
a projection head composed of a three-layer perceptron is
adopted to encode f teai,j , f1i,j , and f2i,j into latent feature vec-
tors eteai,j , e1i,j , and e2i,j , respectively. Then, a prediction head
composed of a two-layer perceptron is employed to transfer
these latent feature vectors into centroid features zteai,j , z1i,j ,
and z2i,j , respectively. A training loss aiming at pulling close
latent and centroid features is devised for optimizing net-
work parameters, which is formulated as below,

Lrep
i,j =

1

6
{

2∑
l=1

[ℓcos(z
tea
i,j ,Sg(e

l
i,j)) + ℓcos(z

l
i,j ,Sg(e

tea
i,j ))]

+ ℓcos(z
1
i,j ,Sg(e

2
i,j)) + ℓcos(z

2
i,j ,Sg(e

1
i,j))},

(9)

where Sg(·) is the stop-gradient function; ℓcos(z, e) mea-
sures the cosine distance between the two input feature vec-
tors z and e, i.e.,

ℓcos(z, e) = − z · e
∥z∥2 × ∥e∥2

, (10)

where · is the inner product operation. The final loss of the
multi-scale feature-level consistency learning is as below,

Lrep =
1

Nu

Nu∑
i=1

1

Ncan
i

Ncan
i∑
j=1

Lrep
i,j . (11)

The above consistency learning strategy helps to condense
objects’ features inside each class. However, the semantic

f

f 1

Prj. Pred.

Prj. Pred.

z

z1 e1

similarity

e
stop-grad

stop-grad similarity

Figure 5: Illustration of feature-level consistency learning by
siamese representation learning.

meaning of features can not be ensured by it. Hence, we
further leverage the pseudo labels to construct multi-scale
prediction-level consistency constraints.

2) Prediction-level consistency learning. In this section,
we set up the multi-scale prediction-level consistency con-
straints. To make full use of teacher guidance, we employ
the double-check mechanism (Wang et al. 2022a) to guide
the student model. First, the feature vector f teai,j in Eq. (6)
is fed into the classification head of the teacher model, de-
riving the probability target vector ptgt

i,j for ocan
i,j . Then, We

feed the feature vector f1i,j in Eq. (7) into the box regression
head and the classification head of the student model, which
produce o1

i,j and p1
i,j , respectively. Similarly, f2i,j in Eq. (8)

induces o2
i,j and p2

i,j .
For the consistency constraint on classification probabil-

ity, we sharpen the values of probability target vectors which
have relatively high confidence. We estimate the confidence
level of a probability target vector by summing up the prob-
ability values of top S classes. Denote the confidence level
of ptgt

i,j be pconi,j , which is calculated as below,

pconi,j =
∑

c′∈TopS(p
tgt
i,j )

ptgti,j [c
′]. (12)

When pconi,j is larger than a constant κ, we sharpen the scores
in ptgt

i,j , according to the following rules,

ptgti,j [c] =


ptgti,j [c]

pconi,j

, c ∈ TopS(p
tgt
i,j ),

0, otherwise.

(13)

Here, we empirically set S = 3 and κ = 0.8. Then, the
soft cross entropy function ℓcls(·) is used for calculating the
consistency loss on classification probabilities,

Lcls
i,j = ℓcls(p

1
i,j ,p

tgt
i,j ) + ℓcls(p

2
i,j ,p

tgt
i,j ). (14)

For consistency constraint on box regression, we regard
the box of the matched pseudo label as the target for each
candidate box. Denote the target box for ocan

i,j be otgt
i,j . The

following training loss is utilized to constrain multi-scale
box regression of the student model,

Lreg
i,j = ℓreg(o

1
i,j ,o

tgt
i,j ) + ℓreg(o

2
i,j , T↓2(o

tgt
i,j )), (15)

where ℓreg(·) is the box regression loss function based on
smoothed L1 norm. The final multi-scale prediction consis-
tency loss can be summarized as below,

Lcon =
1

Nu

Nu∑
i=1

1

Ncan
i

Ncan
i∑
j=1

(Lcls
i,j + Lreg

i,j ). (16)
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Methods 1% 5% 10% 100%
Supervised 10.00±0.26 20.92±0.15 26.94±0.11 40.90
STAC 13.97±0.35 24.38±0.12 28.64±0.21 39.20
ISMT 18.88±0.74 26.37±0.24 30.53±0.52 39.64
InsantTeaching 18.05±0.15 26.75±0.05 30.40±0.05 40.20
UbTeacher 20.75±0.12 28.27±0.11 31.50±0.10 41.30
HumbleTeacher 16.96±0.38 27.70±0.15 31.61±0.28 42.37
SoftTeacher 20.46±0.39 30.74±0.08 34.04±0.14 44.50
MUM 21.88±0.12 28.52±0.09 31.87±0.30 42.11
DCST 23.02±0.23 32.10±0.15 35.20±0.20 44.60
Rethinking 19.02±0.25 28.40±0.15 32.23±0.14 43.30
MA-GCP 21.30±0.28 31.67±0.16 35.02±0.26 45.92
SED - 29.01 34.02 41.50
PseCo 22.43±0.36 32.50±0.08 36.06±0.24 46.10
DSL 22.03±0.28 30.87±0.24 36.22±0.18 43.80
Ours 24.04±0.69 34.58±0.23 37.50±0.14 46.20

Table 1: Comparison with other SOTA methods on MS-
COCO dataset.

Training Protocols. The overall training loss is formulated
as below:

L = Lsup + αLcon + βLrep (17)

where α and β are constants. The SGD algorithm is cho-
sen for minimizing the above training loss, where the ini-
tial learning rate is set to 0.015, the weight decay is set to
0.0001, and the momentum is set to 0.9.

Experiments
Experimental Setup
Dataset and Evaluation Protocol. We evaluate the SSOD
methods on the MS-COCO (Lin et al. 2014) and PASCAL
VOC (Everingham et al. 2010) datasets.
• MS-COCO dataset. We use train2017 subset which con-
tains 118k labeled images and unlabeled2017 subset which
contains 123k unlabeled images to train the network. We
test the performance of SSOD methods on val2017 subset
which consists of 5k images. The standard mean average
precision (mAP) is adopted as the evaluation metric. Fol-
lowing (Sohn et al. 2020), two settings are used for testing
the performance: (1) We randomly sample 1%, 5%, or 10%
images of train2017 as labeled data, and the remained im-
ages of train2017 are regarded as unlabeled data. For each
ratio of labeled data, there are 5 random sampling data splits.
We report the average performance of 5 runs. (2) All im-
ages of train2017 are regarded as labeled data, and images of
unlabeled2017 are regarded as unlabeled data. This setting
aims to validate how the large-scale unlabeled data benefits
to fully supervised models.
• PASCAL VOC dataset. The trainval set of VOC07 which
contains 5k images is used as labeled data, and the train-
val set of VOC12 which contains 11k images is used as
unlabeled data. We report average precision (AP) with IoU
threshold 0.5 on the test set of VOC07.

Implementation Details
For fair comparison, we use Faster RCNN (Ren et al. 2015)
with FPN (Lin et al. 2017a) as detection model and Ima-

Methods Model mAP
Supervised (Li et al. 2022b) FRCNN 76.30
STAC (Sohn et al. 2020) FRCNN 77.45
ISMT (Yang et al. 2021) FRCNN 77.23
InstantTeaching (Zhou et al. 2021) FRCNN 79.20
HumbleTeacher (Tang et al. 2021b) FRCNN 80.94
UbTeacher (Liu et al. 2021) FRCNN 77.37
MUM (Kim et al. 2022) FRCNN 78.94
Rethiking (Li et al. 2022b) FRCNN 79.00
SED (Guo et al. 2022) FRCNN 80.60
MA-GCP (Li, Yuan, and Li 2022) FRCNN 81.72
DSL (Chen et al. 2022b) FCOS 80.70
Ours FRCNN 84.70

Table 2: Comparison with other methods on PASCAL VOC.

geNet pre-trained RestNet50 (He et al. 2016) as backbone.
Following SoftTeacher (Xu et al. 2021), we implement our
method on MMDetection (Chen et al. 2019). For the par-
tially labeled data setting of MS-COCO, the model is trained
for 180k iterations on 4 GPUs with 10 images per GPU. The
ratio of labeled images against unlabeled images per GPU is
1 : 4. Learning rate is divided by 10 at 120k and 160k iter-
ations, and the loss weight α is set to 4. In the fully labeled
data setting of MS-COCO, the model is trained for 720k it-
erations with 16 images per GPU, and the ratio of labeled
data to unlabeled data is 1 : 1. Learning rate is divided by 10
at 480k and 640k iteration, and α is set to 2. Score threshold
for testing Faster-RCNN head is set to 0.001. For the PAS-
CAL VOC dataset, the model is trained for 60k iterations on
8 GPUs with 5 images per GPU. The ratio of labeled data
to unlabeled data is 1 : 4. The learning rate is initialized as
0.01, divided by 10 at 40k iteration and 50k iteration, and α
is set to 4. In adaptive pseudo labeling, τ0 is set to 0.9. In
box refinement, M = 10 and r = 0.05. λ and γ are 0.999
for EMA. The loss weight β is set to 1 for the partially la-
beled data setting of MS-COCO and PASCAL VOC, while
β = 0.5 for the fully labeled data setting of MS-COCO.

Comparison with Other Methods
We compare the proposed method with supervised base-
line and state-of-the-art SSOD methods, including STAC
(2020), Unbiased Teacher (2021), SoftTeacher (2021), DSL
(2022b), etc. The experimental results on the MS-COCO
dataset are presented in Table 1. Our proposed approach
outperforms the supervised baseline in all partially labeled
data settings by up to 10 mAP. Specifically, we improve the
supervised baseline by +14.04 mAP and +13.66 mAP, re-
spectively, yielding 24.04 mAP and 34.58 mAP in the rarely
labeled data circumstances, i.e., 1% and 5% labeling ra-
tio. This demonstrates the superiority of the proposed semi-
supervised learning regime. Furthermore, the proposed ap-
proach significantly outperforms other approaches by a large
margin. For example, our method surpasses the recently pro-
posed methods, i.e. DCST (2022a), PseCo (2022a) and DSL
(2022b), by +1.02 mAP, +2.08 mAP and +1.28 mAP under
1%, 5% and 10% ratio, respectively. In a nutshell, we pro-
vide new cutting-edge results for the task of semi-supervised
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FCL PCL APL sharpen mAP AP50 AP75

27.2 44.9 28.8
✓ 35.1 54.6 38.4
✓ ✓ 35.8 55.9 39.0
✓ ✓ ✓ 36.9 56.3 40.2
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 37.2 56.9 40.6

Table 3: Ablation studies on key components. FCL and
PCL indicates feature-level and prediction-level consistency
learning, respectively. ‘sharpen’ represents the probability
sharpening operation in PCL.

object detection under limited labeled data. In addition, our
method remains robust under fully supervised conditions.
Table 2 presents the results on the PASCAL VOC dataset.
Our method achieves 84.7 mAP, which is superior to exist-
ing approaches as well.

R
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Class index

Figure 6: Class distributions of pseudo and GT labels.

Ablation Study
In this section, we validate the key components of our
method. All experiments are conducted on 10% labeled data
setting unless otherwise specified.

Effects of key components. The effectiveness of critical
components is shown in Tab. 3. The first row in the table
represents the supervised baseline, and it achieves 27.2 mAP
with 10% labeled data. Applying a feature-level consistency
learning strategy improves performance and reaches 35.1
mAP. We further add a consistency module to encourage
prediction-level consistency learning. The performance at-
tains +8.6 mAP gains compared to the baseline. We adopt
APL to filter high-quality pseudo labels, and the perfor-
mance improved by +1.1 mAP. It is worth noting that APL
brings +1.2 mAP on strict evaluation metrics, i.e., AP75,
from 39.0 to 40.2, which demonstrates the superiority of ac-
curate pseudo labels, especially for box regression. Finally,
a simple label sharpening operation is introduced to achieve
+0.3 mAP gains, contributing to a faster convergence speed.

Quality of pseudo labels. In this part, we examine the
effectiveness of the pseudo labels. The F1 scores of APL

0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95
IOU threshold
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0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6

F1
 S
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Figure 7: F1 scores of pseudo labels produced by models
which are learned with the pseudo labeling strategy based
on a fixed threshold (0.7, 0.8, or 0.9) and our devised APL.

and fixed threshold filtering strategy with various thresh-
olds are presented in Fig. 7. One can see that for different
IOU thresholds, the F1 score of APL is consistently higher
than the baseline method in all IOU thresholds. In partic-
ular, when IOU ≥ 0.7, APL still outperforms the baseline
method, which validates the high-quality localization of our
method. Fig. 6 shows the pseudo label distribution in all
classes. The pseudo labels filtered by APL have the closest
class distribution to ground truth labels and remain a mini-
mum KL divergence. These results indicate that the pseudo
labels are accurate both in localization and class distribution.

Ablation study on hyper-parameters. We conduct abla-
tion studies on the parameter K of TopK in APL and the
feature-level consistency learning loss weight β. The results
are illustrated in Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(a). For the selection
of K, the best choice is K = 3. K = 1 means only the
probability of most confident class is considered, which will
impede the threshold updating of underrepresented classes
and interferes the performance. For the feature-level consis-
tency loss weight, β = 2.0 achieves the best result.

1 2 3 4
loss weight

37.0
37.1
37.2
37.3
37.4

m
AP

(a) Ablation studies on β

1 2 3 4
Top K

36.6
36.8
37.0
37.2

m
AP

(b) Ablation studies on TopK .

Figure 8: Ablation studies on loss weight β and TopK .

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel method to tackle the SSOD
task, based on adaptive pseudo labeling and consistency
learning. Our devised adaptive labeling strategy is capable
of exploring more samples for hard classes while preserv-
ing the quality of easy classes. The proposed intra-scale
and inter-scale consistency learning algorithm can facilitate
the utilization of pseudo labels and improve the detection
of small objects. Extensive experiments indicate that our
method achieves state-of-the-art performance on SSOD.
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